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1

]Jt.ANY recipes for winning Limeric competitions have been
given from time to time; but our readers may now con·

, gratulate themselves on being able to learn the one and
only infallible method. The mistake usually made by the
inexperienced is that of making the last line too good. It is
plainly absurd to send in a final line that scans better than the
four lines provided by the judges-it hurts their feelings. As
they are chosen for their athletic fame, you must not assume
them to possess an unduly accurate knowledge of scansion. You
can easily satisfy yourself on this point by reading a few of the
compositions for which you are invited to provide finishing lines.
On the other hand you must not make your line too deliberately
execrable, or they will be conscious that you are intentionally
descending to their level, and this too would hurt their feelings.
You should first send a very good line (if you can), then a very
bad one (this you will probably be able to do if you take trouble)
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and so on, till you have discovered their standard. Suppose for
instance that the judges after scratching their heads and chewing
their pens constructed the following

•There was a foot-ball-house-cap-tain who said '-

This is a common way of beginning, and you should keep a large
supply of words that rhyme with •said.' That line also has that
direct and forcible rhythm in which the judges are so skilled.
Their composition would trip merrilyalong like this:

• There was a football-house-captain who said
I am never quite at ease in bed,

For a bell gives me warning
That I must get up in the morning'

You here consult your penny Limeric guide, and learn that if
you do not possess a good ear for metre you should improve it
by reading the first four lines over and over, underlining the
accentuated word, till you have thoroughly saturated yourself
with the easy and graceful rhythm, and then the last line will spring
into being spontaneously. You learn from' Limeric-winner' in
the Daily Mail that the thing to do is to light a cigarette, turn
out the gas, and commune with yourself. Here a difficulty
presents itself. You have no personal objection to lighting a
cigarette in a good cause, but the "authorities are so narrow
minded, and will not appreciate your point of view. They will
object to finding the studies redolent of the fragrant weed.
There is nothing for it but to commune with yourself with the
aid of a piece of barley sugar or some such substitute. You
give up your Saturday tea at the Tuckshop after footer, and
closet yourself with the gas off, and bolt the door to keep out
disturbing visitors. You have hardly been at it five minutes
when someone comes to the door and finds it bolted. He shouts
to you and you ignore him. He goes rO\~Dd to the window and
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throws in a: stone. You say what you think about him, and he
replies. A crowd collects, a storm of stones comes in. You
shut the window, though the air is getting thick, and they start
singing. A prefect arrives and makes inquiries. They tell him
that you are having a spiritualistic seance with the light out.
He listens and hears you consigning someone or other to an
unmentionable place from which they should never have come,
and his suspicions are confirmed. He demands admittance, and
you have to let him in. He refuses to understand your strivings
after literary fame, and says you must not compose Limerics to
the disturbance of the public peace, just as if it was your fault.
That is ho\v genius is always treated. Somehow the right line
does net seem to have sprung into spontaneous existence in the
proper manner. Plainly, barley sugar is not the right generat
ing element, and you decide to spend Sunday afternoon in
Honeycombe Woods. This also has its disadvantage~. You
cannot turn the light off, nor is it easy to bolt the required door.
But you are at peace with all the world, and start saying the
first four lines over again-but yet no spontaneous line comes.
\iVhat elusive things they are! So you decide to work it out by
rule of thumb. A pun is desirable. Neither' house-captain,'
'ease' or 'bed' seem very hopeful. You try' bell' and work
it out as follows:-

, There was a football-house-captain who said
I am never quite at ease in bed,

For a betl gives me warning
That I must get up in the morning

And embetlish my betly with bread:

This is quite an original method of referring to Sunday break
fast, and the pun is undeniable. But having read my precepts
carefully, you discover that it runs far too well. It lacks that

spontaneous disorder and piquant irregularity of scansion in
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J. C. Tozer
C. P. Trevor
A. C. Master
J. R. Tayler

which the judges are such adepts. In fact it won't do. You

whip out your Limeric guide once more and read, ' Say the first
four lines over and over to yourself and try and get the rhythm
into your head.' You have done so already, and are getting
rather tired of it, especially as the lines can be accentuated in
about three different ways. Then that inspiration comes at last,
and you hastily scrawl down

, There was a football-house-captain who said
I am never quite at ease in bed,

For a bell gives me warning,
That I must get up in the morning

And try and get the rhythm into my head.'

This line satisfies all requirements, and you had better not try
and add any marks of accent; and you feel at last how invalu
able is the literary training they profess to give.

SCHOOL NEWS.

The following have been presented with their 1st XV
colours :

L. H. Plant
A. B. Read
D. F. Smith
W. H. Strangman

The following have been
colours:-

L. J. Henly
T. J. Cronshaw
J. R. Tayler .
R. H. Hornidge

presented with their 2nd XV

R. Homfray
T. L. Trueman
F. A. Dussek
P. R. Henri
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FOOTBALL.

SCHOOL v. LENNOX.

207

Played at Sherborne onWednesday, October 30th. Lennox
kicked off against the wind. Sherborne heeled from a grovel at
half-way, and the backs brought the ball to the Lennox twenty~

five. From a grovel here Cronshaw passed to Carey who ran
through and scored. Terry converted (5-0). Bennett then
brought the play from half-way to the School twenty-five with a
good kick, and Pleydell ran over from the line-out. Walker
converted (5-5). The School then pressed, and from the line
out, Terry passed back to the three-quarters who scored through
Henley. Terry converted well (lO-S). Play at half-way followed,
and the School heeled. Cronshaw passed to Carey who made
a good opening for Sanctuary who ran through and scored.
Terry again converted (15-5). Subsequently, as a result of
good passing, Henley scored again. The kick failed (18-5)'
The whistle blew for half-time.

On resuming play, Carey ran through but failed to score.
Shortly afterwards Henley scored after a good run. The kick
failed (21-5). From the half-way, Carey made an opening for
Hopkins who scored. Terry converted (26-5)' From a grovel
at half-way, Carey then feinted through, and scored a splendid
try, which Terry converted (31-5). Afterwards, Sanctuary
broke through but was collared on the line. Some play at the
half-way line followed, and the whistle blew for time. On the
whole the team showed better form than they have previously
done this term, but the success of the outsides was partly due
to the weakness of the Lennox three-quarters.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. CASTLE CARY.

This match was played at Sherborne, on Saturday,
November gth. It resulted in a win for the School by 48 points
to nil. After the first minute's play, Carey got the ball from a
smart heel and ran through, scoring a try. Terry i converted
(5-0). Castle Cary then pressed for sometime but Hopkins and
Plant relieved by kicking and from a grovel in the visitors'
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twenty-five, the ball passed out to Plant, who ran through and
scored. Terry i cOnverted (10-0). Soon afterwards Read made
a mark in the Castle Cary twenty-fi\'e, from which Terry i
placed a goal (18-0). The Castle Cary forwards then made a
rush, and Master relieved with a good kick. Good passing
among the School three-quarters ensued and Carey ran in.
Terry i converted (23-0). Half-time was then given.

The School forwards resumed play with a good rush
followed by a clean heel which resulted in a try by Hopkins.
Terry i converted (28-0). Play was soon back in the Castle
Cary twenty-five and Terry ii made a good run. A free kick
was given to the School, and Terry i had a place kick at goal
which failed. However, another free kick at goal followed and
Terry ii dropped a goal (31-0). Soon some good kicking by
Sanctuary and passing by the three-quarters brought the ball
to the Castle Cary goal line. Some grovels ensued and the ball
was finally touched down. The Castle Cary forwards then made
a good rush, and Terry ii relieved well. Henley then ~coredas

a result of good passing. The kick failed. Carey soon ran
over from a grovel heel (37-0) and Plant scored after a good
run (40-0). Plant also tried a drop kick and Hopkins followed
up well and touched down. Master converted (45-0). Play at
half-way followed and Plant feinted through making a good
opening for Henley who scored. The kick failed and time was
called (48-0).

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. OXFORD O.SS.

This match was played on November 16th, and resulted in
a win for the School by 11 points to 8. . The Oxford team was
a good deal the heavier, both in scrum and outside, but the two
teams were fairly evenly matched. The visitors kicked off from
the National School end and their forwards followed up with a
good rush. Play was then brought back to the half-way and
then into the Oxford twenty-five, Sanctuary kicking well.
Master then made a good drop at goal which failed. The
School continued to press for some time but finally the visitors
worked their way back into our twenty-five and Batchelor
scored far out, converting with a very good kick (0-5)' They
soon began to press again but Sanctuary relieved with an
excellent kick.· Carey then feinted and ran well and Plant
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scored a try. The kick failed (3-5). M::tster then kicked well
and Smith backed up and smothered Bull's kick so that the
School were again on the attack. From a grovel in the
Oxford twenty-five the School forwards heeled and Carey ran
through and. scored a try. Terry i failed to convert (6-5).
From the ensuing drop out Sanctuary kicked across and the
forwards rushed on to their line. The School forwards then
heeled and some quick passing by the three-quarters resulted
in a try. Terry ii converted (!I-S). After the kick-off the
School again pressed for some time but the Oxford· forwards
relieved with a .rush.. Play at half-way ensued and Logan
intercepted, setting the Oxford three-quarters on the run, who
after some passing scored close to the touch-line. The kick
failed and soon after half-time was called (!I-S).

After half-time no point was scored on either side. On
resuming play a free kick was awarded to the Oxford side and
they tried a place at goal which failed. Then Plant feinted
through and we pressed in their twenty-five fora time but
Logan again intercepted and brought the play back. Plant
relieved: They were soon on the attack again however and
Carey was forced to touch down. The School kept up a good
defence until Strangman relieved by a good rush into their
twenty-five. They then began to work back but a good kick by
Sanctuary put the School on the attack again. Then some
good kicking brought the play into the School twenty-five until
Trevor relieved with a rush. They then attacked again and
Master saved well. Play at half-way followed until time was
called.

--:0:--

SCHOOL v. TONBRIDGE SCHOOL.

The match was played at Sherborne on November 23rd,
and resurted in a win for Tonbridge by ZI points to g.
Sherborne kicked off against the wind and the sun, and Tonbridge
brought the play into the School twenty-five. After a few
scrums the forwards rushed the ball back into the Tonbridge
twenty-five. Tonbridge then relieved, following up a high
kick. Several scrums on the School line ensued, and finally
the Tonbridge three-quarters broke through and scored. The
kick failed (0-3). The Tonbridge team continued to press with
a few intervals for the rest of the first half, scoring three more
tries through their outsides. All the kicks failed (O-IZ).
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On resuming play, the School pressed for some time without
scoring. But the Tonbridge forwards broke away from a bad
pass by Master, and scored an unconverted try (O-IS). Soon
afterwards, the School brought the play back into the Tonbridge
twenty-five and Terry i dropped a beautiful goal. Tonbridge
then pressed for some time, and scored twice more. Both kicks
failed (4-21). Master then broke through from back, and
brought the ball into the Tonbridge twenty-five. The School
heeled from an ensuing grovel, and the ball passed out to
Hopkins, who ran round and scored between the posts. Terry i
converted. Then Tonbridge pressed till full time, but were
unable to score again.

O.S. NEWS.

LITERARY.

The Right Rev. the Bishop of Madras has an article in the
'Ninteenth Century' (November) entitled 'Folklore and
Deities of South India.'

Private Devotions of Bishop Andrewes. Entirely new reprint
of Cardinal Newman and Dr. Neale's Translation. Uniform
with large edition of 'Great Souls in in Prayer.' (H. R.
Allenson, Ltd., 2/6 net.)

CLERICAL.

Tltrztpp, Rev. H. St. j., M.A., late Chaplain of H.M. Prison,
Exeter; Chaplain of H.M. Prison, Chelmsford.

MARRIAGES.

C1trphey-Oakes. On November 8th, at Quebec, Canada,
William Frederick, eldest son of the Rev. William Thomas
Curphey, vicar of Loders, Dorest, to Violet Emmeline,eldest
daughter of Orbell Willoughby Oakes, Esquire.
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Gay-Noble. On November 6th, at St. Wilfrid's Church,
York, by the Very Rev. Mgr. Provost Dawson, John Gay,
solicitor, son of the late Dr. Gay, of Swindon, Wilts, to Winifred
Jessie, daughter of K. S. Noble, of York.

Ley--Blakemore. July 9th, at Christ Church Cathedral,
Victoria, RC., Richard Halse Ley, son of the late CuI. H. H.
Ley, to Jessie Marcia, daughter of Mr. William Blakemore, of
Victoria, B.C.

GENERAL.

The Council of the Senate have appointed Dr. A. N.
Whitehead, Trinity College, to be a Representative Member of
Girton College until the 28th of February, 1908, in the room of
Dr. Hill, who has resigned the post.

VV. H. O. Bacchus, 5th R. Warwickshire Regt.; R.
Le Huquet, 2nd R. Jersey Light Infantry, have qualified for
a commission in the Regular Forces.

E. S. Hornidge, Trinity Hall, rowed in the Cambridge
Trial Eights; J. H. Knox, B.N.C., in the Oxford Trial Eights.

The following 0.55. have been playing football :

For Oxford Freshmen } W R B 11
" Oxford' A ' . . u

I IR. W. Jesson
" Merton Col ege, Oxon (E. F. Bond

" Oxford Seniors l J H K
" B.N.C. )' . nox

" Somerset County }W J
Richmond . . Dow

"

j
M. C. Bennett
S. C. BennettLennox" E. M. Pleydell
J. U. Smith

" Kent Trial Match, B. G. W. Smith.
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_.:1-----------1
~bitual')?

THE REV. FREDERICK CAMPBELL CARDEW, M.•\.,

Vicar of Kea, near Truro, died on October 24-th,
aged seventy-eight. He graduated B.A. in Pembroke
College, Oxford, in 1852, and in the same year was
ordained a deacon in Madras and licensed to a
chaplaincy at Jhelum. In 1853 he was ordained
priest at Oxford, and in succession held the
chaplaincies of the Royal Berks. Hospital, Reading,
and the Dorset County Asylum. From 1887 to 1898
he was Vicar of Torpoint, Cornwall, and was then
presented to the living- of Kea by the Bishop of
Truro.

(A member of the School, 184-1-45)

(From The Times. of Nov. 13th.)

SIR LEWIS MORRIS.

"Ve regret to learn that Sir Lewis Morris, the
author of ' The Epic of Hades,' died yesterday at
Carmarthen, in his 75th year.

He was the great-grandson of the Welsh antiquary
and poet, Lewis Morris of Penbryn, and the son of
L. E. Williams Morris, of Carmarthen, where he
\vas born in January, 1833. He was educated at
Cowbridge and Sherborne Schools, and at Jesus
College, Oxford, where one of his junior contem
poraries was John Richard Green. Unfortunately
some fierce satirical verses written by Green gave
deep offence to Morris, and there was a breach
between them which was never healed, not even
when, in 1877, the two men of letters were simul
taneously elected honorary Fellows of their college.
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Morris did well in the schools, was called to the
Bar, and practised as a conveyancer till 1880. This
legal experience doubtless helped him in one side of
of his life's work; for he was a busy, practical
man, taking a considerable part in the movement
for intermediate and higher education in "Wales,
serving as vice-chairman of the political committee
of the Reform Club, and offering himself more than
once-but in vain-as a Parliamentary candidate.
It was not, however, by these means that Lewis
Morris became known to the public at large, though
in vVales his services as .honorary secretary, and
afterwards as treasurer, of the newly-founded vVelsh
University brought him deserved honour. It was
as a poet that he became known, and that, though
his popularity is no longer what it \Vas, he is still
known far beyond the borders of vVales.

In 1871 there appeared the first series of ' Songs
of Two vVorlds-by a New \Vriter.' They hit the
taste of many readers who like' nice' sentiments,
easy emotions, and a placid optimism conveyed in
simple" and well-sounding verse. That the book
was practically an echo of Tennyson did not hinder
its success; even the best newspapers of the day
praised it highly; and two other series followed in
quick succession. It is strange to remember that
just at this time there was also appearing the work
of another vVelshman, another Morris-' The
Earthly Paradise'; but, though this had a deep and
abiding success with the really literary class, it was
Lewis's book and not \ViIliam's that pleased the
great middle class, that was quoted with high
admiration by John Bright, and that sold by
thousands. The' Songs' were followed in 1876-77
by the book which made Lewis Morris famous, if
the term can be applied to a celebrity which was
confined almost entirely to the uncritical many.
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Some 45 editions of 'The Epic of Hades' have
appeared; and yet real men of letters, like William
Cory, were early in denouncing it. The hint was
given by Tennyson's 'Dream of Fair Women,' and
out of this Lewis Morris evolved a vast series of
monologues in blank verse, put into the mouths of
Tantalus and Phredra, Clytemnestra and Helen,
Actreon and Artemis, and many more of the heroes
and heroines of Greek mythology. They were even,
rhetorical, and mildly Tennysonian; and they had a
prodigious success. Several years afterwards, Morris
followed up this heathen epic with a Christian
'Vision of Saints,' covering- a number of devout
bicgraphips from St. Perpetua and St. Adrian to
George Herbert and Elizabeth Fry. In the inter
vening years he had produced many other volumes,
a play called Gycia, 'Gwen,' 'Songs Unsung,' and
'Songs of Britain,' all of which ran into many
editions. Besides these, the favour of persons in
high place seemed to mark him out for official
honour, he was asked to write odes on the marriage
of the Duke of York and on the opening of the
Imperial Institute. Yet when Tennyson died the
Laureateship, as we all remember, remained for
several years in abeyance; and in the end it was not
Lewis Morris that obtained the coveted honour.
His two great ambitions, the Laureateship and a seat
in Parliament, remained in fact unsatisfied. When
Lord Rosebery was Premier, one of a group of
literary knighthoods was conferred upon Lewis
Morris. Since that time he has not written very
much, but the large sale of the one-volume edition
of his collected works seems to show that he still
has a considerable audience, while in his native
Wales he was to the very end regarded as perhaps
the chief literary man of the Principality.

Entered S.H., 1850. Left, 1851.
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CORPS NOTES

The members of the Corps have risen this term to 145
members. This is higher than has ever been before.

The following promotions have been made :-

"
"

To be Sergeants:

CarpI. Carey ma.
Wildman (Signalling

Instructor)

CarpI. Plant
Warner
Lee- \Varner

"
Kidner

To be Corporals :-

"
"

"

Lance-CarpI. Pennefather
" Hopkins

Beni~on

Strangman

Lance-CarpI. BramaIl
" PeIly

Private Read
Merriman

"
"

"
"

Private Padwick
Smith ma.
Palmer mi.

To be Lance-Corporals:

Private EIliot ma.
" Nutting

Tuke
Openshaw

In July last, Col.-Sergeant T. B. \Vildman published a
pamphlet containing extracts from the Drill and Musketry
Regulations. A copy of these has been accepted by Colonel
Sir Edward vVard, K.C.B., Permanent Under Secretary of State
for \\Tar.

The following is the result of the Drill Competition tag-ether
with the individual marks. A general report wiII be published
in the next number.
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DRILL

Maximum Squads
Marks. ~

I 2 3

Words of Command 10 10 9 8
Detail of squad drill la 9 la 9
Correcting faults ... 10 0 5 0
Turn out la 9 9 8
Handling of Squad la la 10 9
Extended order 10 9 la 8
Attack of Cavalry ... 10 9 10 8
Drill la 9 10 9

Total 80 65 73 59

First, Sgt. Plant. 73; Second, Sgt. Staley, 65;
Third, Sgt. Lee-\Varner, 59.

MUSKETRY
Maximum Squ,,;ds

Questions on :- Marks.
3

How should rifle be cleaned
with double pull through? la la 9 8

Erosion (wear) ? ... la 8 la 9
Corrosion? la 9 la 7

" (I) before firing1
"

(2) whilst firing la 8 9 8
" (3) after firing J

The main object of rapid and
snap shooting? 10 9 la 8

Culminating point of fire? ... la 9 10 la
Why fire control and adjusting

8 8of sights allays excitement? la 9
Why a soldier should use his

8own rifle? la 8 9
What is rapid fire? la 9 la 9

Total 90 79 85 75

First, Sgt. Plant, 85 ; Second, Sgt. Staley, 79;
Third, Sgt. Lee-\Varner, 75.
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HOUSE SHOOTING COMPETITION

NOVEMBER 26TH,

21 7

The conditions under which the competition was held were
unfavourable to good shooting, the day being unusually over
cast and the light consequently bold.

The tie between King's and Bell's for second place was shot
off by Lance-CorpI. Terry and CorpI. Bramall, with the result
that King'sobtained first place.

Distance, 50 yards.

Bull, Ii inches.

The \iVar Office Miniature Rifle was used.

House Shooting Competition.

Rank and Name I 2 3 5 6 7 I~ Grand
4 E-< Total

------------ ----
1st Dill/kilt's

Corpl. Pennefather 3 4 5 3 3 3 4 25
53Lance-Corpl. Trevor 4 5 4 4 2 5 4 28

----
211d Kill/:'s

Corpl. Bramall .• 3 2 3 4 3 4 5 24 49
Pte. Homfray o. 5 4 4 3 2 3 4 25 Tie 1St

----------- ------- ------ -
3rd Bell's

Lance-Corpl. Terry 3 4 3 4 4 4 3 25 49
Pte. Jenkinson .. 3 3 3 4 5 4 2 24 Tie 2nd

-------
4th Wildma,/'s

Pte. Drewe 4 3 2 3 3 2 3 20
Pte. Symes 5 2 3 4 5 4 4 27 47

------------- - --
5th School House L-Z.

Corpl. Pelly 4 2 4 4 3 4 2 23
Pte. Monckton •• 4 3 2 2 2 5 3 21 44

---
6th School HOlIse A-K.

Pte. Griffen 3 3 4 3 2 4 2 21
Pte. Fausset 5 0 4 3 3 3 3 21 42
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OXFORD LETTER.

[DECEMBER,

My dear Shirburnian,

Did the Sophists ever read a play of Bernard Shawentitled
, Arms and the Man '? In that comedy a charge of cavalry is
compared to a handful of peas thrown against a window pane
first one or two, who promptly are absorbed in the ranks of the
enemy, then the rest more or less in a lump. Something in the
same way your fourth year at Oxford finds himself cut off from
his brother Shirburnians who come after, and swallowed up to
such a degree in Oxford life that he does not know much about
those who followed after him in the rush. Not without hard
thinking did your humble correspondent enumerate the score or
so of O.SS. now in residence; and what they are doing he knows
little better than you do, sir.

But all Oxford, you will readily believe, is talking of J. H.
Knox, who rowed in the Trials yesterday-in the boat which,
rowing in some unorthodox or exotic style, was very well and
properly beaten in spite of hiS exertions. W. R. Bull, though
he has since yielded to the attractions of the river, gave the
world a taste of Shirburnian mettle in the Freshman's match
(Rugby). Rowing and Rugger chiefly occupy the attention of
the Oxford 0.5. when he is not bending over his books. P. E.
Rebbeck iiito be seen almost any day swinging out and being
light with the hands over the stretcher. But he and J. D. E.
Richards devote themselves mostly to Patience and the mysteries
of· Greats. C. A. Brown, now secretary of Rugger at Christ
Church, plays the game which Sherborne loves best. R. W.
Jesson;at Merton, has also been seen similarly engaged. O. G.
Parry-Jones sings everywhere. His rooms, I am credibly
informed, .are piled with letters of appreciation from all the
musical societies and concert committees in the place, entreating
him to come and raise the average of their performers. E. B. A.
Somersetcombines in himself so many secretaryships that he is
rarely seen (except in the writing room of the Union Society) out
of reach of ,his typewriter.

There Care of. course innumerable others of whom some
mention might and should be made.

Mr.. Peile's Bampton Lectures deserve a paragraph to
themselves :,but your correspondent blushes to admit that he
has only read the admirable preface.
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Now you know, Mr. Editor, this letter won't do a bit. It
doesn't say half enough of what you want to hear. But people
take their loyalty to the School in so many different ways. The
people who are at pains to keep up the old Sherborne ties at
Oxford can't possibly be bothered to write an Oxford letter, and
I, who am delighted to tell you what I can, haven't taken half
enough trouble, as I ought to run round and look everybody up.
Do you care to hear about the riots on and about the 5th of
November. in which it was my humble part to be arrested by
the proctor, though a mere spectator? Do you care to hear
how the Oxford Pageant compared with that of Sherborne?
The former was amusing but silly. The latter was imposing,
but rotten at the core. You take it from me.

Yours, etc.,

OXONIENSIS.

THE GOAL ATTAINED.

e Are you posted-yes, am I ? '

e \lVhat's the use of you asking, you knew you would be'-

e I didn't-not after that punt-a-bout. He was not exactly
pleased with us was he ? I was in a funk:

e Well this is my last chance, I shall play up-all I know:

Two figures changed in silence and grim determination,
neither caring to confess to the other his feelings.

e I say, are your bars alright? Anything would annoy
him-and especially a three-quarter '-

e That's alright, but is my shirt too loose-a chap can easily
get collared by it you know? '

Everybody was /{oing one way-to the field. Lesser lights
regarded the above two with awe, thinking how grand it would
be to attain to such heights. If the two could have read the
thoughts of the lesser lights they would have grumbled that
their pedestal of fame was rather rocky. Thus differently do
the greater and lesser review the responsible position.
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O.F.

The Royal Standard is fluttering bravely in the breeze.
'vVind across the field, how about cross kicking' thinks

the three-quarter aloud.
Says the forward' It looks like rain-a forward's day.'

We are now on the ground-the Upper is transformed by a
long- line of black-how easily the field changes from the
ordinary Upper to the extraordinary and fearsome match ground!
It looks so much bigger-the goal posts look provokingly
narrow. From under the pav' there issues forth oderiferous
wafts of air. It reaches the touch-line, smells business like.
Very many wish they could be smeared with the same lotion.
It's time to go out.

, Aren't they a big lot? murmurs our forward, ' I say, I do
feel funny, don't you? '

'Oh, shut up,' says the three-quarter. ' Come on! now's
our turn.'

For a breathless hour many eager eyes sweep the field from
end to end; many throats are hoarse, and the barometer of
Hope has fluctuated from despair to a great and peculiar joy.

\Ve've lost, three tries to two goals!

, Is he sick?' says our three-quarter.

, I don't know. Anyhow, we crossed their line three times;
that try of yours was ripping,' says the forward.

The three-quarter dares not feel even satisfied, he's waiting
untiI- That night two figures could have been seen walking
anxiously round the dark courts. They are stalking someone
who is going to come through the gates--it's private tuition
night-they know he must come. Their arms are linked, each
supporting the other, in their trepidation.

A great figure swings througIJ the gates along- under the
trees wheeling a bike; they get in his way. A kindly hand is
laid on a quaking shoulder. 'That try of yours was a good
one,' the owner of the hand says, and adds, turning to the other,
'And I've seldom seen the forwards play better.'

Oh, words too sweet! Oh, joy ineffable!

Two forms, that night, take their rest with minds as well
as bodies at peace.
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LECTURES.

• MODERN JERUSALEM.'

221

On Friday, October 25th, a lecture on 'Modern Jerusalem'
was given by Mr. Shibly Jamal. The lecturer, who wore the
picturesque costume of a Bedouin, was a Syrian by birth and
had come to England for the purpose of gaining interest and
support for his own school in the Holy City. Except for a
description of this school at the end of his extremely interesting
lecture, 1\1r. Jamal wholly confined himself to the explanation
of his lantern photographs; and these he made from time to
time the means of vividly throwing side lights upon the religious
and social characteristics of Palestine.

His first slides represented typical features in Jerusalem
the flat roofed houses with their surrounding defence of city
wall, and, rising up conspicuously from amongst them upon the
site of the Temple, the Moslem Dome of the Rock. In the days
of her glory Jerusalem stood conspicuous in the dazzling
splendour of her buildings. To day she may be called the
, City of Ruins' and her houses are built above a level of debris,
thirty feet in depth. Upon two photographs. the interior of the
Dome of the Rock showing the rock itself and the Golden Gate
way, the lecturer spoke with special reference. These two are
enveloped in Moslem legend. The former is said to have
followed Mohammed as he rose to Heaven and, though checked
by the Prophet, has since remained stationary in mid air; the
latter, the Golden Gate-way, has been blocked up, for through
it the forces that wish to conquer Jerusalem will have to march.

Next were shown some pictures showing the weight the
religion of the Prophet has upon ordinary men, who were
represented performing their round of devotions upon the road
side, whilst journeying from town to town.

In Palestine there exists a remarkable degree of hospitality.
Amongst any community of reasonable size an upper chamber
for the especial entertainment of strangers is provided. The
lecturer gave a very descriptive account of an Eastern meal,
where the food taken from a dish, common for the whole number
of guests, was rolled up in the hands into small pallets and so
eaten. He also mentioned the orange industry at Jaffa and
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drew a wide contrast between the Eastern profusion of fruit and
its cheapness as compared with the West.

In climate Palestine so far differs from us that it is always
possible to be certain of the weather.

Perhaps the most interesting result of the lecture was the
general idea, which Mr. Jamal roughly sketched of the national
character. The Jews are very backward in their advancement
to higher civilisation. All the lands are common to the
villagers and are redistributed every year-a kind of socialism
which prevents improvements. At their yearly feasts, in spite
of the religious nature they possess, there are frequent brawls,
which often lead to excess of violence. The population of
Jerusalem is 60,000 and the administration of the Sublime Porte
over these is notoriou>;ly corrupt. Baksheesh to the Sultan's
great functionaries is in fact the ruling power.

The two great obstacles to the spread of Christianity are:
first, the injunction laid upon the Christians that they are to
keep their religion to themselves and that they are not to seek
converts from any other religion; and secondly the fact that the
Jews are much more severe to a Jewish convert to Christ than
to a convert to Mohammedanism. This of course practically
implies for a Christian convert-death.

Fmally, whilst showing photographs of some of his pupils,
Mr. Jamal briefly stated the aims of his own school. Though
Christianity \Vas not an essential quality for becoming a member,
the atmosphere and influence of the school was such as to
earnestly invite converts. All the benefits of an English Public
School-education (though necessarily of an elementary charac
ter), cleanliness and esprit de corps were as much as possible
brought to bear on the boys of Jerusalem in it.

The following morning the lecturer laid out for sale in the
Big Schoolroom various olive wood articles brought from
Jerusalem, the proceeds of which were destined for his school
in the Holy City.

--:0:--

BAYEUX TAPESTRY.

On Thursday, October 31st, the Rev. H. Bedford Pym
gave us a most interesting lecture on the Bayeux Tapestry,
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which he illustrated by a complete series of slides representing
this wonderful relic. The lecturer explained that it was not
really tapestry at all but a kind of embroidery worked in a
worsted of various colours on a background of linen, the total
length being 227 ft. and the width 20 inches, long enough to
cover three sides of the Big Schoolroom walls. Perspective and
light and shade are wholly disregarded by the artiste, who is
reputed to be Queen Matilda, vVilliam the Conqueror's wife.
It was probably worked from descriptions given by actual eye
witnesses of the events it portrays, and in it we find the Norman
version of the conquest which differs from our own in many
details. The tapestry was hardly known outside of its native
town till I803, when Napolean heard of it and caused it to be
exhibited in Paris and other large towns in France in order to
rouse enthusiasm for another invasion of England.

At the beginning, Edward the Confessor, seen seated on
his throne, bids Harold to go to William of Normandy to tell
him that one day he will be King of England-the next few
scenes show Harold and his suite embarking for Normandy
accompanied by his dogs and Hawks. Harold is driven out
of his course and lands on the territory of Guy, of Pontieu, who
claims him prisoner, but is soon compelled by William to give
him up and they meet at Rouen. The next series shows Harold
assisting \Villiam in a war agai.nst Conan, Duke of Brittany;
there is an interesting picture, being the rescue from the quick
sands of IVlount St. Michael of several Norman soldiers by
Harold; the flight of Conan who escapes from his castle by
sliding down a rope; the surrender of the keys of Dinan. and
the Knighting of Harold by \Villiam. \Ve next see Harold
taking the oath, after which he returns to England and is
received by Edward. There is now a curious mistake in the
order of things, for we see the funeral of Edward at Westmin
ster first, and then afterwards Edward on his deathbed speaking
to his courtiers. On the death of Edward the Confessor, Harold
received the English crown. He is depicted with Stigant, the
Archbishop, on his left hand, and spectators expressing by their
gestures surprise and apprehension. Their fears are aroused
by the appearance of a comet (probably Halley's comet, which
is said to have appeared with great splendour in 1066), and the
wise men of the time at the sight of the great star foretell
misfortunes to Harold, who immediately puts on armour to
resist \Villiam. A messenger is next seen speaking into Harold's
ear. The news is that friends of William have gone to inform
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Duke Williatp that Harold has accepted the crown of England.
The events recorded in the tapestry are henceforth concerned
with Normandy. \Villiam orders a fleet to be built so as to
cross over to England, and after the cutting down of timber and
the building of the fleet, the vessels are drc:.gged to the sea.
vVhen armour and a cart with wine and arms have been brought
on board, the fleet sets sail for England. They put in at Pevensey
and, when the horses are disembarked, the soldiers hurry
forward to Hastings to seize food. \iVadar, one of \\'illiam's
staff, superintends the provisioning of the army. The tapestry
at this point throws some interesting light _on the methods of
cooking and eating at this period. WiIliam and his Barons are
seated at a semi-circular table, for the most part eating in their
hands the different kinds of food. William is then seen in
consultation with his two brothers, Odo, Archbishop of Bayeux,
and Robert, Count of Montaine. As the result of this, an
entrenchment is dug at Hastings.

On hearing news respecting Harold'>, movements, \Villiam
burns down a house which improves the movement of his army;
from the house, with a ce'rtain touch of pathos, a mother and her
son are seen coming out hand in hand. This seems to depict
the horrors of war.

After this the Normans with their cavalry leave Hastings
and march to meet Harold. On his way vVilliam questions a
cavalry commander, who points out the place where the enemy
will appear. The cavalry commander is then set free, where
upon he hurries off to warn Harold of the approach of the
Norman army. \Villiam meantime exhorts his soldiers to
prepare manfully and- prudently for battle against the army of
the English who are represented as being at once on the scene
of action; though Harold had to make a forced march from
Stamford Bridge. The next -section of the tapestry depicts the
1>attle of Hastings; the Normans on horseback, the English on
foot. Harold's brothers, Leofwin and Gurth, are killed, and
after heavy casualties among the Normans, wbich inclines them to
despair of success, Odo, Bishop of Bayeux, is seen encouraging
the combatants. Duke William is believed by the Normans to
be wounded, which serves as an additional ground for discourage
ment, but he reappears, raises his helmet and reassures his
soldiers. Henceforward the Normans are successful. The
ruse of feigning flight proves entirely successful and Harold's
army is cut to pieces and Harold himself dies upon the field,
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weapon in hand. And so on that day, the 14th of October, I066,
the English fled and the battle of Hastingswaswon'by William,
\vho is henceforward surnamed the' Conqueror.'

There was formerly about half-a-yard more of the tapestry,
which was lost before it was secured in the glass case. It is
supposed to have represented the closing scene of the conquest,
the coronation of William as King of England.

ENTERTAINMENT

On Friday, November 22nd, with the Tonbridge XV as our
visitors, Mr. Harrison Hill gave us a most amusing entertain
ment, which he opened with several very witty stories, all of
which were most heartily appreciated; he then proceeded to give
us songs with words written by himself, but sung to popular
tunes. He next gave us a bit of serious poetry written by him
self as he was travelling from the North to London in an express
train with snow lying on the ground on either side of the line.
Having recited this Mr. Hill received a note from the combined
XV's asking him to sing a popular song which was written by
himself. The chorus of this song' Ain't you coming out, my
Juliette,' was sung loudly by the School, who appreciated it
immensely. Next, he asked us to choose musicians, and ren
dered that homely piece of music' Three Blind Mice' in their
several styles. His imitation of the style of Chopin and Grieg
was particularly effective. Pulling out his watch at this point
and finding he had proceeded 2 minutes and 30 seconds too long
he asked the Head Master if he could sing us one more song.
For this last song he chose Clementine, with words mostly his
own, and we all joined in in the well-known chorus. With
several cheers for 1\Ir. Hill and for the Tonbridge XV, thus
ended an extremely interesting evening.

G RIEG RECITALS.

On Saturdays, November 9th and 16th, two Grieg Recitals
were given by Mr. Tester in the Big Schoolroom, the
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programmes on both occasions being a great success. The
piano was played by Mr. Tester, the violin by Mr. Regan, and
the 'cello by Rev. E. Capel·Cure. They gave us all much

. pleasure and, besides thanking the performers for these two
delightful afternoons, we cannot refrain from expressing how
thoroughly we appreciate such an opportunity of listening to
the never tiring strains of the great masters.

FIRST RECITAL

1
Prelude Op. 40

Nocturne Op. 54
I. Studv 0P.73

Wedding day Op. 65

2 .. Sonata for Piano and 'Cello, Op. 36
a Allegro agitato
b Andante tranquillo
c Allegro molto

SECOND FECITAL

I. Funeral March

2. Sonata for Piano and Violin, Op. 13
a Lento doloroso-Allegro vivace
b Allegretto
c Allegro vivace

f
Berceuse Op. 38
Salon Op.65
Au berceau Op. 68

3'jA tes pieds Op.68
Oisillon Op. 43
Minuet Op. 7

SOPHISTS.

On Saturday, November 2nd, a debate was held in the
School House Reading Room, the motion being 'That this
house advocates the abolition of Capital Punishment.'
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E. H. BRAMALL, who proposed the motion, held that man
being fallible was not justified in making himself responsible
for human life. On the occurrence of a miscarriage of justice
the wrong done would be irreparable. The effect also of Capital
Punishment upon the public must be very far from beneficial,
that 'executions in fact familiarize them with slaughter and tlrus
promote rather than suppress murder.

E. W. BENIS0N, the leader of the opposition, held that the
state was justified in ridding itself by any possible means of
such a class as murderers. They were not entitled to the
privilege of life after having deprived another of it. Punish
ment should be exemplary and the worst form should be
inflicted for the worst crime. The public were often foolishly
inclined to have needless pity on the murderer, entirely forgetting
the feelings of the murdered man. The short period between
condemnation and death would be far more likely to make a
man penitent than twenty years or s'o of penal servitude, during
which time his penitence would probably be far less real than
if death of so grim a nature were awaiting him before the end of
another month.

J. LEE-\VARNER referred to the way in which murders under
the system of Capital Punishment were all dealt with in one
way, though one murderer might deserve a greater punishment
than another. This injustice could be remedied under a
graduated scale of Penal Servitude, when it would be possible
at the same time to raise the criminal in some degree from his
degradation.

A. H. WILDMAN pointed out that E. H. Bramall's remarks
as to the publicity of execution did not now hold good. He
then showed that, if murderers were kept in continual penal
servitude, they became useless pests and should therefore be
destroyed.

F. C. STALEY asked the proposer to reconcile his statement
that the criminal did not care about death but coolly made his
preparations for flight! The abolition of capital punishment
acted as an encouragement to criminals. In France the mercy
recently extended to a notorious criminal had been followed by
an instant outbreak of the same crime.

MR. H. P. THoMPsoN was for doing away with the
erroneous belief that death was the severest form of punishment.
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Penal Servitude was far greater. Reduction of penalty did not
necessarily bring about an increase of crime. Crime was shown
by modern scientific research to be a disease and should be
treated as such. By abolishing Capital Punishment the amount
of.glory which ensues from it would be taken away.'

REv. \V. J. BENSLY wished to so organise the system of
Penal Servitude that it would be at the same time both self
supporting as well as a powerful check to crime. This could
be done first by makmg the convicts work at useful labour
instead of as now at labour that possesses no real value and
secondly by increasing the severity of convict's life.

The following also spoke :-E. V. R. Rae, E. L. Brine,
Bennett mi., Homfray mi., Muspratt, Parry-Jones, Tozer ma.,
Tozer mi.

The motion was lost by 19 votes to 10.

On Saturdays, November 16th and November 23rd, 'were
two readings of R. B. Sheridan's 'The School for Scandal.'

On Saturday, December 7th, a debate was held in the
School House Reading Room, the motion being 'That this
house considers that a. better general result is obtained from a
modern than a classical education.'

A motion of thanks was first unanimously passed on behalf
of the president, Mr. H. P. Thompson, who to the great regret
of everyone of us nas found it necessary to quit his post not
only in the society but in the School. It has been during the
time that Mr. H. P. Thompson has occupied the chair that the
Sophists have become a much keener and more popular
society. His speeches were always amongst the most interesting
and usually turned the balance for whatever side he happened
to support.

E. V. R. Rae proposed the motion and was seconded by
E. W. Benison, after which the President expressed his
gratitude and appreciation for the kindness that had just been
shown him and the great pleasure he had always derived from
occupying the chair.
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E. W. BENISON, who led the proposition, stated that he was
in no wise ashamed to fulfil the part of traitor to the classical
side. He did not see why classical studies should produce a
finer mind or a higher degree of general culture than modern
languages and mathematics. He thought that the true value
and usefulness of classics was limited to a very few and he did
not care, as so many actually did, to taste merely the dregs of
what was a fine training for the mind

F. E. KIDNER, in reply for the Opposition, viewed with
dislike the idea that moral and mental wealth was inferior to
material gain. He considered rather that a classical education
offered the very finest scope for intellectual culture-the
opportunity of reading the thoughts of some of the finest minds
that the world has ever had.

E. H. BRAMALL advocated a modern education on the
ground that all the most important professions of the day
required a higher proficiency in mathematics.

F. C. STALEY held it essential to know the so-called dead
languages of Greece and Rome for the purpose of understanding
our own tongue. He capped the statement of the proposer that
the majority tasted only the dregs of a classical education with
the question, 'Cannot the same be applied to the advocates of
a modern education too?' He st:lted that most of the Govern
ment offices do not require a high mathematical degree but can
be attained just as easily on classical scholarship. .

E. V. R. RAE pointed out that a classical education does
not satisfy modern needs. He quoted a passage from J. A~

Froude to show that in the case of Clergy the knowledge of the
history of their own country would be far more serYiceable in
dealing with social questions than the knowledge of what men
thought and did at Constantinople 1500 years ago.

MR. H. P. THO~IPSON began his most interesting speech
with a definition of Education. The really useful thing is nut
what is immediately useful but what is ultimately useful. The
theory of modern education, as work to be done merely for
examination purposes, was wholly wrong. A language should
be read rather for the fine thoughts contained in it, and from the
Classics the finest thoughts were to to be obtained. He touched
Clpon the amazing national character of the Greeks, and how
from Plato could be, deduced the gist of all thought whatsoever.
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Dealing with the fact that only a few reach a high standard in
classics, the president urged that one should not for that reason
give up, but rather to try and reach a higher level. Classics
contained the real import of principles on which things more
important than aeroplanes and their making rest.

REV. VI. J. BENSLY supported the President's speech. The
English were endowed with the great Roman virtue' gravitas,'
steady obedience to law. This was the great lesson we learnt
from Latin literature. From the Greeks we gained the divine
spark of Philosophy, which combined with' gravitas,' set before
us as high an ideal as it was possible to reach.

The following also spoke :-Bennett mi., Brine, Fausset,
Homfray mi., Merriman, Simey, Smith ma., Strangman, Trevor,
vVildman.

The motion was lost by 35 votes to 17.

PENNY READING

On Saturday, October 26th, J. E. Terry gave a Penny
Reading for the benefit of the Games' Fund. The programme
was quite original and at the same time very attractive. It
consisted of twelve items of which two, a song by J. E. Terry,
and a song by H. C. Popham were omitted on account of the
numerous' encores.' The first item was a vigorous duet which
aroused great enthusiasm. Then E. H. Bramall gave us an
excellent song entitled' Love's Philosophy.' We mnst also
thank Mrs. \Vildman and Mrs. and Mr. Hudson for their
contributions to the success of the entertainment. We all
heartily appreciated E. P. Trevor's attempts at a sermon, a part
which he took with great success. At this point in the
programme we were very disappointed to miss J. E. Terry's and
H. C. Popham's songs. The entertainment ended with a lively
violin solo by Mr. C. Regan whose violin we were all glad to
hear once again. This excellent penny reading cannot fail to
have met with universal satisfaction.
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Programme :-

I Pianoforte Duet (, The March of the} H. A. POPHAM
1 Gladiators' C. R. LIMBERY

2 Song , Love's Philosophy' E. H. BRAMALL

3 Flute Solo ' Stars in the Night' A. WILDMAN

4 Song , A Bird in Hand' MRS.WILDMAN

5 Pianoforte Solo 'Fantasia' E. A. FORREsT

6 Recitation MR. HUDsoN

7 Pianoforte Solo MRs. HUDSON

8 Recitation ' Pat-a-cake ' C. P. TREVOR

9 Song , Down the Burn ' MRs. WILDMAN

10 Violin Solo MR. REGAN

On Saturday, November 30th, there was a Penny Reading
in the Schoolroom; there were six items, of which Wildman's
Flute solo and' The Veteran's Song' by Bramall were most
appreciated. There was also a very good violin duet played by
Mr. Regan and Godfrey.

The Programme was as follows :-

Organ Solo

Flute Solo

Song

Violin Duet

, War March of the Priests' A. FORREST

'Au bard de la mer' A. WILDMAN

'The Veteran's Song' E. H. BRAMALL

MR. REGAN AND GODFREY

Recitation 'The Poet' C. P. TREvoR

Quartet' Tack' MESSRS. HODGSON, CAREY, DAVIS, TESTER
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The flute solo and the recitation were encored and though
other items were desired by the audience to be performed again,
time did not allow it.

CORRESPONDENCE.

To the Editor of The Shirburnian.

Dear Sir,

Might not the brass in the Chapel be relacquered, as it is in a very bad
state at present? Might not also the gas be turned down during the sermon,
the glare being always very trying?

Yours truly,

CHAPELLIGHT.

Dear Sir,

Would it not be possible to appoint one of the members of the School
XV 'Reporting Secretary?' It is too much to expect the Captain or
ordinary Hon. Secretary to send off reports of matches in addition to their

other work. Sherborne matches are extraordinarily badly reported at the

present time. No account ever appears in the TVestern Morning News (the

leading West of England paper), never in the Yorkshire Post (the leading
North CO'lUtry Provincial Paper), seldom in the Sportman or Field, and

never in the Daily Mail-the result being that in to-day's issue of the latter
(October 29th) there is no mention of Sherborne among the leading schools
that play rugby-although several insignificant schools receive a measure of

immortality!-keenness and skill is never wasted whether known or
unknown, but its value is largely detracted from if no one ever hears of it.

Yours hopefully,

• TWO OLD CROCKS.'
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[We apologise for not being able to publish this letter earlier, since it
arrived too late to be inserted in our November number, However the

suggested arrangement for both improving and enlarging the circulation
of our match reports has already been carried into force.-EDlToR.]

Dear Sir,

May I be allowed to make a complaint through your valuable columns.

Why is every boy in the School forced to pay r/6 for a name stamp, which
he rarely ever sees or hears of and which is kept in Mr. Bennett's
Sanctum? In my own case I have not had a book stamped for the last
year, and pray, what is the use of this valuable article? The only apparent
thing it does is to reflect on the School for their incapability to write their
own names, which, however badly written, are more legible than the smudge

resulting from the stamping process. Hoping this futility may be abolished,

I remain yours,

'ONE WHO CAN SIGN HIS OWN NAME.'

Sir,
Would it be possible to put up a notice on the door of the inner shop,

when it is engaged?
Believe us, yours sincerely,

F.E.K.

A.H.W.

CONTEMPORARIES

The Editor begs to acknowledge with thanks the receipt of
the following magazines:-
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The Cantllarian
The Carthllsian
The Cliftonian
The County Gentleman
The Eastbournian

The Epsomian
The Felstedian
The Haileyburian (2)
The Lancing College

Magazine (2)
The Lorettonian

The Malvernian
The Marlburian

The Mill Hill Magazine
The Ousel

The Pauline
The Radleian

The Reptonian (2)
The Tonbridgian
The Victorian
The Wellingtonian
The Wycombe Abbey Gazette

School House (a); Wildman's (b); Dunkin's (c)
Bell's (d); King's (J)
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